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Description

The ZRO-B Air Bike is specially designed for cardiovascular exercise. It allows you to
work on resistance globally by pedalling and moving your arms together.

ZRO Impact: both the pedalling and the movement of the arms are carried out
without impact on our joints, making the Air Bike ideal for cardiovascular work
whatever the physical condition of the athlete.
ZRO Consumption: as we do not require electricity, we eliminate the wires and
reduce electricity consumption substantially.

Gallery
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How does it work?

Its operation is based on air resistance: the more force we use, the greater the
resistance it will offer us.

As no two athletes are the same, the possibilities for personalization and types of
training are endless. You will be able to maintain a soft rhythm that stabilizes your heart
rate, you will be able to measure the time and distance you want to reach or you will
be able to jump, instantly, to a session of high intensity intervals.

Additional information

Certifications
CE

Maximum user weight
150 kg

Dimensions
127,7 x 71,2 x 133 cm

Resistance
Air resistance

Drive model
Belt drive

Handlebar adjustments
Synchronized movement

Pedals
Double-sided aluminum alloy
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Backing and supports
Aluminium

Console
5" LCD screen

Console Readings
Time, average speed/speed, average calories/ calories, distance, RPM/average regimen,
average watts/watts, heart rate/average heart rate

Programmes
3 target programs (time, distance, calories), 3 heart rate programs (65, 75, 85%), 4
interval programs (3 time intervals, 1 distance interval)

Heart Rate Monitor
Telemetry (compatible with Polar heart rate belt)

Cup holder
Included

Fan Size
26 pulgadas

Fab Blades
26 ABS curved blades

Power Requirements
4 c batteries

Weight
90Kg
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